
Catch phrases

Game Description

• Follow an elven huntress on a treasure-laden adventure!

• This magical NetEnt slot game takes you deep inside an enchanted woodland realm.

• Step inside the sacred forest and discover what treasure awaits you.

• A mystical game steeped in Elven magic lies waiting to be discovered!

• Who doesn’t love elves? We love them so much we made a slot game about them: Wilderland™

• Wilderland™ is packed with wins, free spins and whole lot of Elvish magic!

NetEnt™ invites players to follow an elven huntress into an enchanted forest in its latest title, Wilderland™! This graphically 

stunning 5-reel, 3-row video slot offers the Forest Treasure feature with 4 types of Walking Wild symbols, the Magic Wild feature, 

and potentially unlimited Free Spins.

 

The Forest Treasure feature, the game’s main attraction, turns Wild symbols that land side-by-side in the Activation Zone into 

one of the four Walking Wild symbols. Instead of disappearing from the play area after every spin, all Walking Wilds move one reel 

to the left. What is more, Expanding Walking Wilds cover an entire reel with a stack of regular Walking Wild symbols, x2 Walking 

Wilds award a multiplier to winning combinations, and Scatter Walking Wilds count as Scatters boosting the probability of Free 

Spins activation.

 

Helping the players to make the most out of Walking Wild symbols is the Magic Wild feature where a stack of Walking Wilds has a 

chance to return to the rightmost reel after it leaves the play area. Once players collect 3 Scatter symbols, they enter the heart of 

the forest and activate Free Spins that last until all the Walking Wild symbols leave the reels. In Free Spins, the Activation Zone 

covers the entire play area, increasing the chance to win new Walking Wild symbols, while the Magic Wild feature can return any 

number of Walking Wild symbols to the reels. As a result, players can enjoy unlimited Free Spins as long as their stroke of luck 

lasts!


